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A B S T R A C T
We test and ﬁnd that personality traits interact with site characteristics and the ability of a potential companion to determine where, and with whom you recreate. 4605 mountain bikers chose between multiple
pairs of hypothetical mountain-bike rides, and, in addition, answered Likert-scale questions on sensationseeking, competitiveness and extroversion. For each personality trait, a mixed-mode latent-class cluster
model was estimated, accounting for that fact that the indicators can have ordinal, cardinal or nominal
meaning. Most LC models ignore these distinctions. Our model also allows the scores on questions to be
correlated, even after conditioning on class (typically assumed away). Then, a latent-class choice model of
trail attributes and companion’s ability was estimated using the choice-pair data, with the estimated latent
personality-traits as covariates. Three choice classes are identiﬁed and the odds of being in each varies by
personality: estimated choice probabilities and WTP estimates vary signiﬁcantly and substantially by class
and personality type.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Preference heterogeneity for a site-speciﬁc recreational activity
may be over the physical attributes of the site, but also over whether
you have a companion and their relative ability. Our hypothesis
is people vary in terms of how, and how much they want to be
challenged. Site characteristics can make an activity more or less
challenging/diﬃcult. If alone you can choose the pace (relaxed to
challenging), but if you have a companion you lose control over
how the activity will play out, particularly if the companion is of a
different ability level, but you can socialize.
This paper simultaneously tackles three research issues. The ﬁrst
one addresses whether personality traits can explain preference
heterogeneity for recreational activities. The second and the third
research issues deal with econometric features of latent-class (LC)
models, which are often used to explore preference heterogeneity.
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Speciﬁcally, the second issue is many estimated latent-class models restrictively assume—often wrongly—that once you condition on
class, the different answers used to estimate the model (the scores
on the indicator questions—most often answers to Likert-scale questions) are statistically independent. If you assume conditional independence when it does not exist, you get biased parameter estimates
(each answer appears more important than it is). The third research
issue is scores on indicators vary in terms of their informational content (nominal, ordinal, or cardinal) but many estimated LC models do
not take this into account—they restrictively assume all scores have
the same informational content, often the wrong one. So, most LC
models either ignore information in some of the scores (e.g. assume
the scores are simply nominal when they, in fact, have ordinal meaning), or assume information that is not there (e.g. assume the scores
have cardinal signiﬁcance when they do not). We specify and estimate a LC model (speciﬁcally a mixed-mode LC cluster model, see
Sections 1.2 and 3.1) that allows for dependencies amongst indicators, and, in addition, correctly speciﬁes the scale (nominal, ordinal,
cardinal) of the different indicators. Next we discuss how personality traits inﬂuence behavior and then present some methodological
implications of LC models.
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1.1. The Inﬂuence of Personality Traits on Behavior and Choice
Personality traits tend to be stable over time, situations, and tasks
(Fleeson and Noftle, 2008; Funder, 2009). They are also measurable
and have a long history of being measured. These two things make
them prospective candidates for explaining why I might choose differently from you and why for many individuals their choices show
similarities across time, situations, and tasks.
Personality traits, in fact, predict behavior and choice in many
situations: choice of drugs (e.g. heroin vs. cocaine), relationship
choices, choice of mate, what you study in school and eating habits
(Bereczkei et al., 1997; Corulla and Coghill, 1991; Hopwood et al.,
2008; Jonason et al., 2012; Mascie-Taylor, 1988; MacNicol et al.,
2003), as well as income, job performance, educational achievement
and criminal behavior (Almlund et al., 2011). In the Handbook of the
Economics of Education, Almlund et. al. survey how personality affects
choices. While many studies–mostly in other ﬁelds have demonstrated that personality traits can explain choices, most economists
ignore personality as an explanatory variable.
In our application, we are interested in whether personality traits
inﬂuence where you recreate and with whom you recreate, or not.
Recreational activities involve exertion, the performance of sportsspeciﬁc skills, risks, thrills, socializing and competition and these
aspects of the experience vary by sport, site and companion. It is
our hypothesis that variation in preferences over these aspects of
recreation vary with personality traits. We test and conﬁrm this
hypothesis by modeling and estimating how mountain bikers choose
between different rides as a function of site characteristics and companion’s ability. Our results cause us to further hypothesize that
personality traits can explain choice of sport (running versus golf
versus technical climbing), choice of venue and companion(s) given
the sport (where to golf, or climb, and with whom) and how often
to participate in a speciﬁc recreational activity (whether to ski,
snowboard, snowmobile, or stay home).
1.1.1. Sports and Personality Traits
Sit and Lindner (2005) ﬁnd paratelic individuals (playful, unconcerned, fun seeking) prefer risky sports while telic individuals (serious, goal-directed, achieving) prefer safe sports and endurance activities. More sport-competitive individuals tend to be more telic (Kerr,
1987; Kerr and van Lienden, 1987). More extraverted individuals
formally compete more (Kirkcaldy and Furnham, 1991); endurance
athletes are more extraverted than non-exercisers and those that
exercise more are more extroverted (Egloff and Gruhn, 1996).1 Extroversion and a tendency to be anxious are both positively correlated
with the propensity to exercise, for the latter group to improve
mood (Davis et al., 1995). Tolea et al. (2012) ﬁnds extroversion positively correlated with muscle strength. Looking ahead, our results
contradict some of these ﬁndings.
Sensation-seeking involves the desire to seek out new and thrilling
sensations and has been associated with high-risk social activities
including promiscuous sex, illicit drugs and crime, as well as highrisk sports (Thomson et al., 2013). Thomson et al. identiﬁes a link
between a D3 dopamine receptor gene variant and sensation seeking
in skiers and snowboarders. Sensation-seeking is positively correlated with physical activity (De Moor et al., 2006; Jack and Ronan,
1998).
1.1.2. Socializing, Competing and Personality Traits
Social psychology asserts a native desire to seek the company
of others; the ﬁeld offers numerous reasons for wanting a companion. First, and foremost, people get utility from friendship and

1

Extroverts predominately get their gratiﬁcation from outside sources, introverts
from internal sources (their mental life).

human contact. This category includes the feelings of security provided by a companion and also the joy of interacting with others,
including games and competitive situations. Second, having company during an activity allows you to gauge your own abilities:
we use other people to gather information about ourselves—social
comparison (Festinger, 1954). This innate tendency to compare ourselves to another increases the more similar the other person is in
terms of opinions and ability. Comparison is part of our quest to
make ourselves feel better.2 Competing with those who are better and holding your own allows you to identify with them, and
competing with lessors and beating them conﬁrms you are not one
of them—you have drawn a contrast/distinction between them and
you. Both processes can be self-enhancing. Ignoring the costs, when
comparing with another person we prefer, on average, to compare
ourselves to those who are slightly better; it is a way to improve, but
there are potential costs; competing with those slightly better can
be threatening (Blanton et al., 1999; Buunk and Gibbons, 2007). This
threat is eliminated by recreating alone or by choosing a companion out-of-your-league–termed self-handicapping. Some individuals,
to protect their egos, purposively handicap their ability (Jones and
Berglas, 1978; Shepperd and Taylor, 1999). With biking you can selfhandicap by riding hard the day before. Other individuals compare
downward—downward social comparison theory (Wills, 1981), a way
to improve self-esteem is to demonstrate you are better than your
companion. The drive to compare is not limited to humans (Gilbert
et al., 1995). In mountain biking you only need a technical section
to assess relative skill, and only one short, steep climb to assess
strength, but a long hard ride to assess endurance. We hypothesize
that preference for a companion as a function of their ability (or no
companion) will vary with personality traits.
According to Achievement Goal Theory you are motivated to
demonstrate your competence and achievements, but you have two
ways of doing this: by comparing what you do with what others
are doing you assess your ability in terms of others and by comparing with your past self in terms of personal improvement (Sit and
Lindner, 2005). Whether you prefer to compete with others or with
your former self likely depends on your personality.

1.1.3. Personality Traits and Environmental Values
We are not the ﬁrst to consider the relationship between personality traits and environmental values, but the studies cited below
consider the inﬂuence of personality on value (use plus non-use) for
broad environmental goals and programs, most with a large non-use
component, not recreational choice and use values, the topic of this
paper.
Psychologists ask whether personality traits affect the probability that you are an environmentalist in preference and advocacy,
but they are not much interested in estimating your dollar values
for speciﬁc policies and programs. Much of this research in psychology has appeared in the Journal of Environmental Psychology (e.g.,
Hirsh, 2010; Milfont and Sibley, 2012). Hirsh (2010) and Hirsh and
Dolderman (2007) found that pro-environmental views are associated with openness (“One’s level of imagination, creativity and
openness to ideas”) and agreeableness (“compassion, empathy and
concern for others”), while consumerism (the accumulation of market goods) was negatively associated with agreeableness, but (as
are pro-environmental views), positively associated with openness.
Milfont and Sibley investigate the issue on both an individual
level and aggregate country-wide levels. They ﬁnd, consistent with

2
Motives for the drive include self-enhancement, perceptions of relative standing,
maintaining a positive self-image and closure (Brickman and Bulman, 1977; Suls et al.,
2002). See also Buunk and Gibbons (2007).
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Hirsh and Dolderman, that agreeableness, conscientiousness (“carefulness, responsibility and organization”) and openness are all positively
linked to environmental engagement.
There is not much economic literature on the effect of personality
traits on environmental values. In a path-breaking paper, Solinõ and
Farizo (2014) use choice-experiment data to demonstrate that personality traits inﬂuence how individuals choose between different
forest-management plans as a function of their environmental beneﬁts relative to their other impacts, ﬁnding that individuals with high
open and extraverted scores put more weight on the environmental
beneﬁts and those with high scores on agreeableness and neuroticism (e.g., anxious and nervous) less weight. To test the importance
of personality traits they include them in both a random-parameters
logit model (parameter means a function of personality traits) and
a latent-class model (class-membership probabilities are a function
of personality traits). In a second paper, Farizio et al. (2016) use a
third technique, latent-factor analysis, to demonstrate that personality traits inﬂuence the combination of small and large wind turbines
individuals would choose to produce a given amount of electricity—
different combinations have different environmental and landscape
implication.
While the topic of this paper is how personality traits affect recreational choices, it should be noted that our data and the data in
the Farizo, Oglethorpe and Solinõ studies is data from hypotheticalchoice experiments. This raises the issue—new to us—of whether
individuals have varying preferences over how their preferences are
elicited (in actual markets with exogenous prices vs. hypotheticalchoice experiments vs. CVM questions vs. real auctions vs. hypothetical auctions) and, if so, whether personality traits can explain some
of the variation in preference over how preferences are elicited.3 In
a fascinating paper, Grebitus et al. (2013), investigate by comparing behavior in auctions vs. choice experiments, in both hypothetical
and non-hypothetical setting. They ﬁnd that people make different choices (exhibit different $ values) depending on the elicitation
method and estimate the extent the difference depends on their personality. For example, while WTP based on auction data is typically
higher than from choice data, the difference is largest for extroverts.
They also ﬁnd that behavior in choice experiments varies more by
personality traits than does behavior in auctions. These are aspects of
personality on choice that we, and most economists, do not consider.
1.2. Extensions to Latent-Class Modeling: Information Content and
Dependence Across Indicators
In our study of hypothetical mountain-bike riders, each respondent was asked multiple questions about sensation-seeking, extroversion and competitiveness—questions that are indicators of personality. The answers were used to estimate three separate latentclass (LC) mixed-mode cluster models, one model for each of these
personality traits. For example, the sensation-seeking model divides
the respondents into three classes/clusters (sensation-seekers, the
cautious and everyone in between). A LC ride-choice model was then
estimated with the personality traits as covariates.
Most estimated latent-class models impose restrictions inconsistent with our data—restrictions inconsistent with many data sets or

3
For example, the magnitude of the difference between what a person indicates
they are WTP when they answer a CVM question and what they actually pay in the
market (hypothetical bias) might vary across individuals as a function of observable
personality traits. For example, “In a hypothetical environment, a conscientious individual might be more likely to consider how they would behave if the task was real
(as individuals in experiments are typically encouraged to do) than would a less conscientious person. If so, then one might expect stronger hypothetical bias for a less
conscientious individual than a more conscientious one.” (Grebitus et al., 2013). The
issue could be viewed as preferences over different ways of framing a question as a
function of personality traits.
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they fail to impose restrictions implied by the data. For example, if the
discrete responses to an indicator are ranked in terms of an underlying continuous variable (e.g. weight or extent of agreement) the
responses must be ordinal. Examples are (1) skinny, (2) average and
(3) overweight; and (1) strongly agree, (2) somewhat agree and (3)
disagree. Alternatively, if the discrete responses are not so ranked, the
different responses are simply different and their relationships are
nominal. For example, consider the question I am a. . . ? With answers
plumber, electrician, bricklayer or other. The relationships between
the responses are nominal. Cardinal implies ordinal and, in addition, the differences between two numerical responses have meaning.
Many indicator questions are Likert-scale questions so the answers
must have an ordering (are ordinal) but typically LC cluster models
assume there is no ordering, so effectively toss important information
in the data. In addition, most LC cluster models assume the answers to
the indicator questions are independent once you condition on cluster, which in many applications, including ours, is implausible. The
problem is that assuming that indicators are independent conditional
on class, when they are not, leads to biased LC parameter estimates
and biased estimates of the number of classes (often more than there
really are). The latent-class model we estimate imposes neither of
these restrictive assumptions and it is more general.4
Our two linked latent-class models could be applied to any
discrete-choice problem where potentially explanatory data is available in terms of a combination of nominal indicators (e.g. gender),
ordinal indicators (e.g. answers to Likert-scale questions) and cardinal indicators (e.g. income). It, for example, could be applied to
choice between different policies to reduce global warming as a
function of personality traits, income and gender. Many environmental and preservation issues, like global warming and animal
preservation, are politically and morally charged. There is been
much recent research in political science and psychology that has
used Likert-scale and other questions to determine what criteria
(justice/fairness, caring for others, loyalty to your community/group,
and an ethic of holiness) people use to judge the morality of policies
and actions.5 Think of each of these criteria as a morality trait. You
could include in the environmental-choice survey standard questions
on each of these ﬁve morality traits. You could alternatively, or also,
ask questions about political traits (social conservative, ﬁscal conservative, etc.). The mixed-mode LC cluster model is ideally suited to
estimate each respondent’s level for a broad mixture of traits, taking
account of how the indicators remain correlated, even after conditioning on class. And the estimates of latent traits could then be made
covariates in the choice model to assess how the support for different
policies varies by morality, political traits and personality traits.
Section 2 describes the survey and respondents, whereas
Section 3 focuses on the models. Results are reported in Section 4,
and Section 5 concludes.
2. The Survey and the Respondents
Our population of interest are those riders who take most of the
mountain-bike rides—an imprecisely deﬁned group—what we would

4
We have found only one latent-class model that considers the explanatory power
of personality traits. Doeven-Eggens et al. (2008) estimate a standard/restrictive,
LC cluster model of personal network type that identiﬁed three clusters: familyorientated, peer orientated and mixed. The model has no covariates, assumes the
indicators are nominal and assumes post-cluster independence. Merz and Roesch
(2011) recommend “latent proﬁle analysis” as a way to model and estimate personality
heterogeneity and provide an example. LPA assumes the indicator variables are all
of the same mode: continuous, which is different from, but not necessarily better
than, assuming that are all nominal (the standard assumption). In addition, it also
imposes post-conditional independence. Both of these models are special cases of
our mixed-mode cluster model.
5
Broadly speaking, non-Western adults and Western religious conservatives tend
to consider all ﬁve of these criteria, whereas other Western adults judge on the basis
of only fairness/justice and caring (see, for example, Haidt, 2012).
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call serious mountain bikers. The vast majority of mountain-bike rides
are taken by serious riders. Nine-hundred and thirty-seven identical
response-solicitation emails were sent out, most to organizational
lists of mountain bikers. The solicitation email asked the recipient
to complete our online survey and to forward our e-mail to other
potential mountain bikers. Our expectation was that the vast majority of our respondents would be serious mountain bikers. No claim
is made that the result of this process is a true random sample of
serious mountain bikers. The preferences of the respondents approximate the preferences of those who take most of the rides. The survey
took place in 2007.
The data includes answers to standard psychological questions
(some tweaked toward mountain biking)–see Table 1 and responses
to hypothetical choice pairs.6 ’7 Fig. 1 (in color) is a snapshot of a
choice-pair question from the survey.
2.1. Characterizing Mountain-Bike Rides
Mountain-bike rides vary in terms of six characteristics: trail
length, proportion of trail that is singletrack versus doubletrack, total
vertical feet of climbing, number of climbs, access fee and the speed
of a companion; no companion is a possibility. Single-track is a trail;
double-track is, or once was, a two-track dirt road. Morey et al.
(2002), found the ﬁrst ﬁve to be signiﬁcant and important determinants of site choice—they did not consider companion. Table 2
reports the characteristic levels in the design (similar to the 2002
study).
When you ride a trail alone you can choose, within your physical
limits, how to ride it—any competitiveness comes from within, but
there is no companionship or socializing. If hurt or lost, you are on
your own. All is different if you ride with a companion, and, how it
differs depends on your relative abilities: you might struggle greatly
to maintain contact, or wait at natural stopping points for them to
catch up. Or, if evenly matched, sometimes compete and sometimes
socialize.
To simplify and avoid the interactive aspects of choice, we
present the respondent with choices of trails where the presence (or
absence) of a companion and their relative ability is another exogenous aspect of the ride. Consider a gap of 2 min. if both riders ride
at their typical pace. This does not imply the gap would always be 2
min., but indicates the second rider would have to struggle to stay
with the leader. Depending on your personality, struggling might
generate more, or less, utility.
Fifteen versions of the survey were created, each with ﬁve choice
pairs (“Would you prefer to ride A or B?”). The ﬁrst pair in each version was a simple hand-created tradeoff (only two characteristics
varying); it was included to get the respondent going and to provide
data that would be easily understood by non-statisticians. The other
60 pairs were created as follows: ﬁrst the set of all combinations of
ride attributes, W, was identiﬁed, then rides that were either impossible (e.g. vertical feet of climbing but zero climbs) or un-rideable
(e.g. too steep) were eliminated, leaving a set of Wf different possible rides. Target parameter values for the trail characteristics are
from the 2002 study—companion was not in the 2002 study, so for
the design parameters on companion were set to zero. Using the

6
The questions on extroversion/introversion are from the Jung-Myers-Briggs
inventories, the competitiveness questions are from the “Revised Competitiveness
Index (CI-R)” (at http://www.rollins.edu/psychology/houston/research.html) and the
sensation-seeking questions are from Hugh Stephens’ Sensation-seeking Scale (at
http://www.ithaca.edu/faculty/stephens/sss.html). Since creating and implementing
our survey, our understanding of personality traits and their measurement has progressed. If we were to do another survey that included measures of personality traits,
we would ask many of the same exact questions asked in some of the articles we cite,
making our results more comparable.
7
One can see the survey as the respondents saw it at http://www.colorado.edu/
economics/morey/static/index.html.

speciﬁed conditional indirect utility function, along with this set
of parameter values, the likelihood function was constructed, along
with the associated covariance matrix. The program SAS choiceff was
used to identify the 120 pairs that would minimize the variation in
the parameter estimates around these initial estimates. These 120
rides were randomly paired until all of the choice pairs probabilities
were as close to 50 − 50 as possible. The 60 pairs were then randomly allocated between the 15 versions of 4 pairs, one of the simple
pairs was added to each version and each respondent was randomly
assigned to a version. The average value of the higher of the two
choice probabilities is 56.7% with a s.d. of 6%. The different levels of
each characteristic appear with close to equal frequency. The only
two trail attributes with substantial correlation (36%) are trail length
and length of single track; this is because miles of single track must
be less than total miles. We are aware the literature on experimental
designs has made substantial progress (Scarpa and Rose, 2008) since
our design (2007).
There are usable responses from 4605 mountain bikers. While
87% of the respondents are U.S. residents; residents of 49 countries
completed the survey.8 Respondents took twenty-eight thousand
rides in the “last 30 days”, and a large proportion of these rides
included at least one companion. Most respondents do some biking
alone: 22% report they usually ride alone, while another 39% report
they often do. The mean age of respondents is 37; 86% are male; 80%
make $40K or higher, and 32% make $100K or greater. Sixty-ﬁve percent report spending between $26 and $100 dollars on fun stuff per
week. Most respondents live with a signiﬁcant other and live in a
household with more than one wage-earner. Respondents average
0.6 kids. That most respondents are serious mountain-bikers is illustrated by their gear, their avidity and their skill levels. On average,
respondents rode more than six days in the previous thirty and three
and a half hours in the previous week and 59% have participated in
at least one race.

3. The Models
We estimated three mixed-mode LC cluster models, one for each
dimension of personality: competitiveness, sensation-seeking and
extroversion. We use the adjective cluster to distinguish these three
models from a LC choice model, not because they are akin to any
non-statistical clustering techniques. The modeling details of the LC
cluster model are presented only for the competitiveness model.
3.1. A Mixed-Mode Latent-Class Cluster Model of Competitiveness
On the basis of the answers to four Likert-scale questions about
competitiveness, plus the number of times the respondent raced
in the last year (see Table 1), a mixed-mode LC “cluster” model is
estimated.
Assume the population of N mountain bikers consists of C different competitiveness clusters. Each individual belongs to only one
of the C clusters, but from the researcher’s perspective individual i s
cluster is latent/unobserved. Individuals in different clusters are different, or said in the opposite way, individuals who belong to cluster
c are more similar to each other than they are to individuals who do
not belong to cluster c. Similarity can be in terms of preferences, constraints, beliefs, production, etc. In this ﬁrst cluster model, similarity
is in terms of competitiveness.
The researcher observes (xi , zi ) for each sampled individual,
where both xi and zi are vectors of random-variables. Each element

8
A static version of the survey with summary statistics can be found at http://www.
colorado.edu/economics/morey/static/index.html.
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Table 1
Likert-scale questions on competitiveness, sensation-seeking, and extroversion.
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statement?a ,b
Pcomp1
Pcomp2
Pcomp3
Compete
race_ord

Comp1
Comp2
Comp3
Comp4
Comp5

Competition destroys friendships (1%, 9%, 25%, 32%, 32%)
Games with no clear cut winners or losers are boring (3%, 7%, 15%, 21%, 53%)
I enjoy competing with others (26%, 46%, 15%, 9%, 3%)
Mountain bike rides are an opportunity to compete with others (10%, 32%, 26%, 20%, 12%)
Number of races done in the last 12 months (1 = never raced, 2 = 1 race, 3 = 2–3 races, 4 = 4–5 races, 5 = 6 or more
races) (62%, 8%, 11%, 5%, 14%)

Punpred
Pfright
Pexplor
Pnoplan
fast_des

Sensation1
Sensation2
Sensation3
Sensation4
Sensation5

Unpredictability is what makes life enjoyable (28%, 49%, 15%, 6%, 1%)
I like to do things that are a little frightening (32%, 51%, 10%, 6%, 1%)
I like exploring new trails even if I get lost (48%, 39%, 6%, 5%, 1%)
I rarely spend much time on the details of planning ahead (9%, 23%, 17%, 35%, 15%)
If you had to choose between a fast, smooth descent with little risk of falling or a descent at the limits of your technical
ability, which would you choose? (0 = Smooth, fast, and little risk of falling; 1 = at my limit of my ability) (45%, 55%)

lov_speed
worry_cr
frighte

Sensation6
Sensation7
Sensation8

To what extent do you agree with the statement “I love to go fast on my mountain bike.” (52%, 32%, 10%, 5%)
To what extent do you agree with the statement, “I worry about crashes or injuries.” (15%, 43%, 20%, 16%, 6%)
To what extent do you agree with the statement “Riding alone frightens me.” (2%, 14%, 15%, 24%, 44%)

Pfriend
Pgoodf
Pavoid
enj_frie
soc_ride

Extroversion1
Extroversion2
Extroversion3
Extroversion4
Extroversion5

One only needs a few dependable friends (16%, 35%, 21%, 17%, 11%)
I have a wide circle of good friends (22%, 33%, 19%, 20%, 6%)
I try to avoid arguments and confrontations (23%, 41%, 18%, 14%, 4%)
Mountain bike rides are an opportunity to be with and enjoy my friends (50%, 31%, 13%, 4%, 1%)
How often do you socialize off the bike (parties, dinner, talk on the phone, have coffee or drinks, etc.) with your
mountain-bike partners? (0 = never;1 = occasionally; every few months; 2 = a moderate amount; 1–2 a month; 3 =
quite often, on average 1 a week) (6%, 31%, 31%, 32%)

a
b

Each question is scored: 1 = deﬁnitely agree, 2 = somewhat,agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 = somewhat, disagree, 5 = deﬁnitely disagree.
Probabilities of responses to scores are reported in parenthesis.

of xi is an indicator for individual i. Each of the ﬁve competitiveness
questions in Table 1 indicates an aspect of the individual’s competitiveness. zi , a vector of covariates, is deﬁned below.
We estimate Pr(c), the probability of belonging to cluster c. Indicators can be discrete or continuous and nominal, ordinal, or cardinal.
All of the competitiveness indicators (questions) have a ﬁnite and
small number of response categories, S, so are discrete randomvariables, each with ﬁve response categories, so S = 5. Discrete

indicators can vary in terms of the type of mathematical scale on
which they are measured. Most LC cluster models, but not this
one, assume the discrete indicators are all nominal, so ignore the
information conveyed by any ordinality or cardinality in any of the
indicators.
Let Q, q = 1, 2, . . . , Q denote the number of indicators, here Q =
5 —there are ﬁve competitiveness questions. For discrete indicators,
one estimates either the probability that an individual in cluster c has

Fig. 1. An example of a choice pair. (the color version is online: the lighter tone (yellow) is doubletrack).
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Here, we are not interested in explaining why an individual has
the personality he has, so have no need for covariates, so Eq. (1)
simpliﬁes to

Table 2
Characteristic levels.
Characteristic

Levels

Trail length (miles)
Miles of singletrack
Vertical ft. of climbing
Number of climbs
Access fee
Time gap (min. behind to ahead)

7, 14, 21, 35
0, 3.5, 7, 14, 21, and 35
0, 500, 1000, 2000 and 5000
0, 1, 2 and 4
$1, $3, $5, $8 and $20
solo, −10, −5, −2
0 (same ability), +2, +5 and +10

category s for indicator q or, more generally, the probability of each
possible response pattern.9
Answers to Likert-scale questions have an ordering, e.g., “strongly
agree,” “somewhat agree,” “neither agree nor disagree,” “somewhat
disagree,” and “strongly disagree,” so each of these indicators is a
discrete, ordinal random-variable.
Indicators can also include measures of how much was produced or whether an action was taken, such as how many times you
have raced, making them cardinal indicators. Since our race question allowed only ﬁve response categories (never, 1, 2 or 3, 4 or 5,
and 6 or more), this indicator is also treated as a discrete, ordinal
random-variable.10
The vector zi is a vector of U covariates. A covariate is not
a variable on which one wants to group respondents—those are
indicators—rather covariates are variables that inﬂuence the probability that individual i belongs to cluster c. Like indicators, covariates
can be discrete or continuous.
The goal is to specify and estimate the joint density function of
xi , conditional on zi , f(xi |zi ), with a speciﬁcation that parsimoniously
explains and predicts the number of clusters, how they differ in
terms of the levels of the Q indicators and allocates each individual to a speciﬁc cluster with high probability as a function of their
covariates and indicators. Put simply, the goal is to accurately characterize the discrete variation in competitiveness. One could estimate
C but this is not warranted in this application: our goal is to estimate a most and a least competitiveness-cluster to see if behavior
can be explained in terms of the two extremes on this dimension of
personality, so C is set to 3.
Assume the following, quite general, LC cluster speciﬁcation
(Vermunt and Magidson, 2005)

f (xi |zi ) =

 H
3


c=1


f (xhi |c ) Pr(c |zi )

(1)

h=1

where Pr(c|zi ) is the probability individual i belongs to cluster c
conditional on their covariates. Eq. (1) separates the Q indicators
into H mutually distinct subsets, where the vector xhi denotes the
observed levels of the indicators in set h. Conditional on c, indicators in set h are assumed statistically independent of indicators in
the other sets, but the indicators in h are allowed to be mutually
dependent. f(xhi |c) denotes the joint density for the xhi , conditional
on cluster. Eq. (1) is called a mixed-mode LC cluster model because
it allows for a mixture of indicators with different scales (Everitt,
1988; Moustaki, 1996; Moustaki and Papageorgiou, 2004; Vermunt
and Magidson, 2002).

9
For jointly-distributed continuous indicators, one estimates the parameters in
their joint-density function.
10
In contrast, for an indicator such as the cost of your mountain bike, you might
reasonably assume cost is normally distributed.

f (xi ) =

 H
C


c=1


f (xhi |c ) Pr(c)

(2)

h=1

The Pr(c) are parameters to estimate subject to the restrictions 0 ≤

Pr(c) ≤ 1 and 3c=1 Pr(c) = 1.
In contrast to the above model, the standard and basic, LC cluster model assumes once you condition on cluster all of the indicators
are statistically independent;
so Eq. (2) is replaced by its special
C Q
|c ) Pr(c) , where xqi is a scalar, and
case, f (xi ) =
c=1
q=1 f (xqi
has its own independent density. Restrictively assuming that, conditional on cluster, each indicator is independent is a strong, and
typically questionable, assumption. Consider the Likert-scale statement “I enjoy competing” and the question “Number of races done
in the last year”. It is reasonable to expect the answers to these two
questions would remain correlated (and, looking ahead to the estimates, they remain, as expected, correlated). Assuming indicators
are independent when they are not produces inconsistent parameter
estimates.
If all the indicators are discrete, independent random-variables
that can only take a ﬁnite, and small, number of nominal values, f(xqi |c) is simply the probability of observing xqi conditional on
belonging to cluster c; that is, if xqi = s (individual i choose response
s to question q), f(xqi |c) becomes psq |c, a number rather than a function, where psq |c is the probability an individual chooses level s of
indicator q, conditional on being a member of cluster c. All indicators
that take only one of a small number of values can be parameterized
as multinomial distributed in that the multinomial admits nominal
indicators and can admit, when appropriate, ordinal indicators and
dependencies amongst indicators.
Turning to the psq |c, consider ﬁrst the case of local independence,
and only nominal indicator categories. In which case each psq |c is a
multinomial where the response probability—the probability of indicator q taking category s for individual i, conditional on belonging to
cluster c is
eRsq|c
psq |c = S
q
Rs q|c
s =1 e

(3)

where Sq is the number of response categories for indicator q. Rsq|c
can be viewed as the relevance of response category s for indicator
q for an individual in cluster c: response categories that are more
relevant are more likely to be selected. Rsq|c has two parameters:
Rsq|c = lsq + asq|c

(4)

The ﬁrst parameter, l sq , is independent of cluster; the second shifts
with cluster, a sq|c . (If, for example, indicator 1 has ﬁve categories and
there are three clusters, there are ﬁve l s1 parameters and ﬁfteen a s1|c
parameters.)
If the response categories of indicator q have a natural ordering—
are ordinal—as are ours
asq|c = (ordsq )aq|c

(5)

where ordsq is a speciﬁed numerical value used to represent response
category s for indicator q; ordsq is restricted to be increasing in s. We
assume response categories are represented with 1 for “deﬁnitely
agree” and 5 for “deﬁnitely disagree” with unit differences; ordsq
for “neither agree nor disagree” is 3 for all q. So, a 1q|c = 1 × a q|c ,
a 2q|c = 2 × a q|c ,. . . , a 5q|c = 5 × a q|c .
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This ordinality restriction is called the adjacent-category restriction or the adjacent-category ordinal logit model (Agresti, 2002; Agresti
et al., 2000; Goodman, 1979; Vermunt and Magidson, 2005). Its use
is, unfortunately, non-existent in recreational choice and environmental valuation. The restriction is appropriate and useful if you
believe there is an underlying continuous variable with the discrete
response moving up (or down) the scale as the continuous variable
passes successive thresholds, as is the case with our ﬁve indicators,
where s increases as it passes decreasing thresholds of agreeableness. This speciﬁcation correctly reduces the number of parameters
that need to be estimated. This adjacent-category restriction needs
to be carefully interpreted.11

Since, in our competitiveness cluster model, all the indicators are
discrete and ordinal, a sq|c and c(sq)(s q ) in Eq. (7) are parameterized
as

3.1.1. Relaxing Local Independence With Ordinal Random-Variables
For sets of indicators that are dependent—after conditioning on
cluster—the multinomial can be generalized, Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) to
accommodate this (Hagenaars, 1988; Qu et al., 1996). Vermunt and
Magidson (2005) do this by specifying mutually distinct subsets of
indicators and estimating the relevance of every possible combination of responses to the indicators in each subset. For example, if the
ﬁrst two indicators (q = 1, 2) are discrete, as in this case, and you
suspect they are statistically dependent, but independent of all the
other indicators, and if S1 = 5 and S2 = 5, there are 25 different
response combinations for these two discrete random-variables. The
joint density of (x1i , x2i |c), the two-indicator subset,is a multinomial
with 25 alternatives. For this example, let Rs 1s 2s|c denote the joint
relevance of response category s to indicator 1 and response cate
gory s to indicator 2, conditional on belonging to cluster c . Rs 1s 2|c
can be parameterized as

ln
ln L =N=4605
i=1

Rs 1s 2|c = (ls 1 + as 1|c ) + (ls 2 + as 2|c ) + c(s 1)(s 2)
s = 1, 2, .., 5

s = 1, 2, .., 5

(6)

where the parameter c(s 1)(s 2) is picking up the dependence of a

response of category s to indicator 2 on response category s to
indicator 1. (For example and looking ahead, the parameter c(51)(32)
would indicate the dependence of a category 3 response to indicator
2 on a category 5 response to indicator 1.) Given S1 = 5 and S2 = 5
there are ten c(s 1)(s 2) . (Note cs 1s 2 = cs 2s 1 ). More generally, let sq∈h
be a speciﬁc vector of responses to the indicators in set h.12 The joint
relevance of this vector of responses to the indicators in set h is

Rsq∈h |c =

 
q∈h, s∈sq∈h

[lsq + asq|c ] +





c(sq)(s q )

(7)

q,q ∈h s,s ∈sq∈h
q<q
s<s

The c(sq)(s q ) parameters capture the local dependence between
response s to indicator q and response s to indicator q . If the c(sq)(s q )
are all zero, all of the indicators in h are locally independent and
 

Rsh |c =
q∈h
s∈sh [lsq + asq|c ] =
q∈h Rqs|c . Our personal experience is that if multiple indicators measure similar constructs, one
often rejects the null hypothesis of local independence. And, imposing independence often leads the researcher to choose too many
clusters (Vermunt and Magidson, 2005).

asq|c = (ordsq )aq|c
and
c(sq)(s q ) = cqq (ordsq )(ords q )

Relevance need not be monotonic, but as a q|c increases in absolute value,
it becomes more likely that relevance will be monotonic (either increasing or
decreasing) in s for that cluster.
12
For example, if there are three indicators in h, one sh is sh ≡(2, 4, 1, ) indicating a
category 2 response for indicator 1, a category 4 response of indicator 2, and a category
1 response for indicator 3.

(9)

The ln-likelihood function is then


=N=4605
i=1

ln

 H
3


c=1
3



f (xhi |c ) Pr(c)

h=1



Pr(c)

c=1

H

h=1


(psh |c )
i

(10)

where psh |c is the probability, conditional on c, of observing
i
the individual’s response pattern to the indicators in set h. The
maximum-likelihood parameters are obtained by maximizing lnL
with respect to the parameters: the three P(c), the twenty-ﬁve l sq
(one for each of the ﬁve response levels for each of the ﬁve indicators), the ﬁfteen a q|c (one for each indicator for each of the three
clusters), and a cqq for each pair of indicators (questions) assumed
dependent. Estimation is with the statistical software Latent Gold
(Vermunt and Magidson, 2005).
We chose which indicators to assume dependent (which c(sq)(s q )
to not restrict to zero) based on how much the ln-likelihood function would increase if a pair-wise dependency is allowed. Since all of
our indicators are assumed ordinal, adding an additional pair-wise
dependency adds a single parameter, cqq . The ﬁnal model includes
a speciﬁc dependency parameter only if its inclusion signiﬁcantly
increased, based on a likelihood-ratio test, the explanatory power of
the model.
The estimated competitiveness LC cluster model is reported in the
results section. There is no need here to present the LC cluster models
of sensations seeking or extroversion/introversion: the theory is the
same as for the competitiveness model.
3.2. A Latent-Class Model of Ride Choice With Competitiveness,
Sensation-Seeking and Extroversion Covariates
3.2.1. The Ride Choice
Unlike the estimated LC cluster models, this model is quite standard. Assume rider i s utility if they do ride j and belong to behavioral
class cb is
Uij|cb = Vij|cb + eij|cb

(11)

where eij|cb is a draw from an Extreme-value distribution. The term
ride denotes a trail/companion combination. The notation |cb denotes
conditional on belonging to behavioral class cb . We assume three
classes, cb = 1, 2, 3 .13 The probability of rider i choosing ride A given
they belong to cb and given the choice pair A, B is, therefore

PiA|cb =
11

(8)

V
e iA|cb
V
eViA |cb + e iB|cb

(12)

13
Models with additional behavioral classes were estimated but did not add in terms
of signiﬁcance or interest.
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This model, being a standard LC choice model, restrictively assumes
i s choices are independent after conditioning on class.
The deterministic component of utility, Vij|cb , is assumed a function of the following trail and companion characteristics:
trailj =

miles of trail on ride j, singlej = fraction of the trail
that is singletrack, gradej = average grade on the climbs
(expressed as a %), and climbsj = number of climbs.
expendi = weekly expenditures by rider i on entertainment (in $)
and feej = fee charged (in $).
Dli = 1
if i spends on himself for entertainment less than $25 a
week, and zero otherwise. Dmi = 1 if i spends on himself for entertainment between $25 and $100 a week and
zero otherwise. And Dhi = 1 if i spends on himself for
entertainment more than $100 a week and zero otherwise.
soloj = 1 if i is alone on ride j and zero otherwise; backXj = 1, if
there is a companion and at normal effort levels i would be
X minutes behind at each wait point, zero otherwise (X is
10, 5, or 2); and frontXj = 1, if there is a companion and
at normal effort levels i would be X minutes ahead at each
wait point, zero otherwise.

The intent is to estimate and predict ride choice, by behavioral
class. Speciﬁcally assume
Vij |cb = (bel|cb Dli + bem|cb Dmi + beh|cb Dhi )(expendi − feej )
+ bs|cb (singlej )+ bt|cb (trailj )+bc|cb (climbsj )+ bg|cb (gradej )
+ bsolo|cb (soloj )
+ bb10|cb (back10j ) + bb5|cb (back5j ) + bb2|cb (back2j )
+ bf 2|cb ( front2j ) + bf 5|cb ( front5j ) + bf 10|cb ( front10j ) (13)
with the restriction climbsj = 0 ⇐⇒ gradej = 0.
The ﬁrst line of Eq. (13) is the utility rider i gets from non-biking
entertainment, conditional on choosing ride j and belonging to cb . It
depends on the rider’s budget for entertainment minus the fee for
ride j, and the rider’s marginal utility from expenditures on entertainment. bel|cb is, for example, the marginal utility of expenditures
for those who spend less than $25 a week and belong to cb (the
subscripts l, m and h denote low, medium and high budgets for
entertainment). There are step-income effects, a simple way to incorporate the common observation that willingness-to-pay is a function
of available income. Income effects are allowed to vary by class.
The next line in Eq. (13) represents, conditional on class, the baseline utility from the site’s characteristics, independent of whether
the rider has a companion. The last three lines determine how the
utility of the ride is affected by the presence of a companion and
the companion’s ability. If one is riding alone (soloj = 1 implying
frontXj = backXj = 0 ∀ X), the expected utility from the ride shifts
from the baseline by bsolo|cb . If the rider has a companion (soloj = 0),
and utility shifts from the baseline by

Vcompanion

|

j cb

= bb10|cb (back10j ) + bb5|cb (back5j ) + bb2|cb (back2j )
+bf 2|cb ( front2j ) + bf 5|cb ( front5j ) + bf 10|cb ( front10j )
(14)

This expression is zero if the companion is of your ability (frontXj =
backXj = 0 ∀ X), the default. So, if a companion of your ability is
preferred to riding alone bsolo|cb < 0; if a companion of your ability
is preferred to a companion of a different ability, Vcompanion
< 0.
j|cb
The speciﬁcation allows for companion effects to vary by class.

3.2.2. The Personality Covariates
Now consider the three dimensions of personality as possible
probabilistic determinants of the class memberships. Let HCompi =
1 (zero otherwise) if the rider’s probability of being in the highly
competitiveness cluster2 is ≥80% given their answers to the ﬁve
competitiveness questions. In contrast, rider i is non-competitive
(NCompi = 1) if their probability of being in the non-competitive
cluster3 is ≥80%). Using the 80% cutoff, if rider i is sensation-seeking,
SensSeeki = 1 (zero otherwise) and if the rider is cautious, Causi = 1.
If rider i is an extrovert, Extroi = 1 (zero otherwise) and if the rider
is an introvert, Introvi = 1.
Denote the probability rider i belongs to cb given their likely
personality,
Pr(cb : HCompi , NCompi , SensSeeki , Causi , Introvi , Extrovi )
= exp(vcb + kHC|cb HCompi + kNC|cb NCompi + kSS|cb SensSeeki
+ kCS|cb Causi + kI|cb Introvi + kE|cb Extrovi )
÷

3


[exp(vcn + kHC|cn HCompi + kNC|cn NCompi

n=1

+ kSS|cn SensSeeki + kCS|cn Causi
+ kI|cn Introvi + kE|cn Extrovi )]

(15)

where n in the denominator indexes the three behavioral classes. In
words, the rider’s personality traits enter into the choice model as
covariates that inﬂuences the rider’s class-membership probabilities.
The ln-likelihood function for choices of the A/B alternatives is

ln L =

mi
4583

i=1 k=1

3
Pr (cb : HCompi , . . . , Extrovi )
cb = 1


∗ siAk (ln PiAk |cb ) + (1 − siAk )(1 − ln PiAk |cb )

(16)

where mi is the number of choice pairs answered by rider i (mi ≤ 5),
and siAk = 1 if rider i selects alternative A in pair k and zero otherwise. 22,685 choice pairs were answered. The maximum likelihood b
(Eq. (13)) and k (Eq. (15)) estimates are those that maximize Eq. (16).
4. Results and Discussion
We ﬁrst describe results from the three estimated mixed-mode
cluster models, followed by those of the ride choice model.
4.1. The Estimated Mixed-Mode LC Cluster Model of Competitiveness
Based on p-values, all of the estimated parameters are signiﬁcant.
For those parameters that vary by cluster, the a q|c , they differ signiﬁcantly by cluster. The predicted membership probabilities for the
three competitiveness clusters are 62%, 20% and 18% (Table 3).
In terms of estimated dependencies, ﬁve of the cqq dependence
parameters are signiﬁcantly different from zero: c15 > 0, c25 < 0,
c35 < 0, c45 < 0 and c12 > 0 (speciﬁc values by request). They
indicate that the ﬁrst four competitive questions (q = 1, 2, 3, 4) are
each correlated with how often the rider raced in the last 12 months
(q = 5), and, in addition, the ﬁrst two competitiveness questions
are correlated. So, since the other four indicators are each correlated
with indicator 5, all of the indicators are jointly dependent (there is

only one h and all ﬁve indicators are in this set). So H
h=1 f (xhi |c ) =
f (xi |c ) = f (x1i , x2i , x3i , x4i , x5i |c ), and the null hypothesis that the
levels of the indicators are independent after conditioning on cluster
is completely rejected.
In words, the combined answers to 5, 2, 3 and 4 have decreased
relevance (compared to assuming them independent). For example,
the answers to the statement, “I enjoy competing with others” and
the “Number of races in the last twelve months” do not have as much
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Table 3
Latent-class cluster model of competitiveness.
Estimated probabilities for each level of each question, by clustera
Comp CL1

Cluster size

62%

Comp CL2

Comp CL3

Highly competitive

Not competitive

20%

18%

Competition
Comp1
1b
2
3
4
5
Mean

“Competition destroys friendship”
1%
0%
8%
0%
28%
5%
37%
25%
27%
69%
3.81
4.63

4%
21%
40%
26%
9%
3.16

Comp2
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

“’Games with no winners . . . boring”
3%
6%
7%
11%
15%
20%
22%
22%
52%
41%
4.13
3.80

0%
2%
7%
17%
73%
4.61

Comp3
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

“I enjoy competing with others”
17%
76%
59%
23%
17%
1%
6%
0%
1%
0%
2.15
1.24

3%
29%
26%
29%
13%
3.20

Comp4
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

“rides . . . opportunity to compete . . . ”
5%
33%
33%
53%
33%
12%
22%
2%
7%
0%
2.93
1.84

0%
4%
15%
35%
45%
4.21

Comp5
Never raced
1 race
2–3 races
4–5 races
6 or more
Mean

64%
8%
10%
5%
13%
0.96

52%
8%
13%
7%
20%
1.35

69%
7%
9%
4%
11%
0.82

a

For each class, for each question, response categories sum to one.
1 = Deﬁnitely agree, 2 = somewhat agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 =
somewhat disagree, 5 = deﬁnitely disagree.
b

combined relevance as they would if the questions were independent,
and this decrease in relevance increases the more you have raced and
the less you agree with “I enjoy competing with others.” Since c12 > 0,
the more you disagree with “Competition destroys friendships” and
the more you disagree with “Games with no clear cut winners or losers
are boring,” the more relevant are these two questions in determining
the composition of your clusters. The answers to questions 1 and 5
also have increased relevance the more you race and the less you
agree with “Competition destroys friendships”.
The main (the l sq and the a q|c ) are diﬃcult to directly interpret,
so we turn to the estimated psq |c, the probability a rider chooses
response category s to question q, conditional on being a member
of cluster c (Table 3). Before examining the estimated psq |c, it is reasonable to ask what was gained by allowing the responses to the
competitiveness questions to be post-conditioning dependent. Three
things were gained: the model with dependence statistically dominates the model with independence, the estimated psq |c are quite
different if independence is incorrectly assumed, and we have a map
of the correlations.
Starting with the average response-levels by cluster for each indicator, the means in Table 3, competitiveness cluster2 is the highly
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competitive cluster and cluster3 the not competitive. In explanation,
cluster2 is: i) least likely to agree that “Competition destroys friendships” (cluster3 most likely); ii) most likely to agree that “Games with
no clear cut winners or losers are boring” (cluster3 the least likely);
iii) most likely to agree that “Competing is enjoyable” (cluster3 least
likely); iv) more likely to agree that “Mountain bike rides are an opportunity to compete with others” (cluster3 least likely); v) more likely to
race (cluster3 least likely). As expected, the majority of respondents
are in cluster1 (62%), not extreme in terms of competitiveness.
That cluster2 is the cluster of highly competitive bikers is also
apparent from the estimated psq |c in Table 3. For example, the estimated probability a rider in cluster2 answers “completely disagree”
that “Competition destroys friendships” is 69%, for those in cluster3 it
is only 9% (most in cluster3 thought competitive has a negative effect
on friendships). The estimated probability a rider is in cluster c given
that they chose response s to indicator q, pc|sq , also demonstrate that
cluster2 is the competitive cluster and cluster3 is the least competitive cluster. For example, the probability of being in cluster2 given
you “deﬁnitely agree” with “Rides. . . opportunity to compete. . . ” is
76% whereas for cluster3 it is 3%. The probability rider i is in cluster c conditional on their answers the competitiveness questions,
Pr(c : xi ), assigns most individuals to a competitiveness cluster with
high certainty.
4.2. The Estimated Mixed-Mode LC Cluster Model of Sensation-Seeking
There are eight Likert-scale questions about sensation-seeking—
see Table 1. Three clusters are assumed. Based on p-values, all of the
parameters are signiﬁcant. And for those parameters that vary by
cluster, the a q|c , they differ signiﬁcantly by cluster. The estimated
cluster-membership probabilities for the three sensation clusters are
58%, 28% and 14% (Table 4). Most riders are assigned with high
certainty to a cluster.
Five of the cqq parameters, the correlation parameters, are significantly different from zero: c16 < 0, c56 < 0, c57 > 0, c38 < 0 and
c78 > 0. So, for this aspect of personality,
3


f (xhi |c ) = f2 (x2i |c )f4 (x4i |c )f (x1i , x3i , x5i , x6i , x7i , x8i |c )

h=1

So, there are three independent subsets of sensation-seeking indicators “Liking to do things that are a little frightening” –Indicator
1– and “I rarely spend much time on the details of planning ahead”
-Indicator 4- are both independent of all of the other indicators;
Indicators 1, 3 plus 5–8 form a third correlated subset. Within
f(x1i , x3i , x5i , x6i , x7i , x8i |c), the joint responses to questions 1, 3, 5, 6
and 8 have less relevance in determining the cluster-membership
probabilities than they would if the answers to these questions were
all independent, and the joint responses to questions 5, 7 and 8 have
more relevance: only questions 5, 7 and 8 ask speciﬁcally about bad
things that might happen on a ride. As in the case of competitiveness, the model with dependences dominates a model that imposes
independence, and the estimated psq |c are numerically quite different.
The estimated psq |c are reported in Table 4 along with the average
response-levels implied by these estimated probabilities. The mean
response levels in Table 4 demonstrate that, relatively speaking, cluster2 are sensation seekers and cluster3 are cautious. In explanation,
cluster2 is most likely: i) to agree that “Unpredictability is what
makes life enjoyable” (cluster3 least likely); ii) to agree that “I like to
do things that are a little frightening”(cluster3 is least likely); iii) to
agree that “I like exploring new trails even if I get lost” (cluster3 least
likely); iv) to agree that “I rarely spend much time on the details of
planning ahead” (cluster3 least likely); v) to choose a “Descent at the
limits of your technical ability”(cluster3 a “Fast, smooth descent with
little risk of falling”); vi) to agree with “I love to go fast. . . ” (cluster3
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Table 4
Latent-class cluster model of sensation-seeking.

Table 5
Latent-class cluster model of extroversion/introversion.

Estimated probabilities for each level of each question, by clustera
Sensation CL1

Cluster size

58%

Sensation CL2

Sensation CL3

Sensation-seekers

Cautious

28%

14%

Sensation
Sensation1
1b
2
3
4
5
Mean

Unpredictability . . . life enjoy.
14%
70%
63%
29%
18%
1%
5%
0%
0%
0%
2.14
1.30

Sensation2
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

I like. . . frightening
11%
77%
10%
2%
0%
2.03

Sensation3
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

I like. . . even if I get lost
38%
88%
52%
12%
7%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
1.77
1.12

11%
42%
17%
22%
9%
2.75

Sensation4
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

I rarely time planning . . .
8%
15%
22%
30%
18%
18%
37%
28%
16%
9%
3.30
2.87

4%
14%
15%
42%
25%
3.71

Sensation5
0
1
Mean

smooth descent. . . or at limits. . .
49%
23%
51%
77%
0.51
0.77

76%
24%
0.24

Sensation6
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

I love to go fast. . .
48%
36%
11%
4%
1%
1.74

24%
35%
21%
15%
5%
2.43

Sensation7
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

I worry about crashes or injuries
16%
9%
45%
36%
20%
22%
15%
23%
5%
10%
2.47
2.88

26%
50%
15%
7%
2%
2.08

Sensation8
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

Riding alone frightens me
3%
1%
15%
9%
16%
13%
24%
24%
42%
52%
3.89
4.17

4%
19%
18%
24%
36%
3.68

90%
10%
0%
0%
0%
1.10

2%
33%
31%
27%
6%
3.03

0%
27%
28%
36%
9%
3.26

Estimated probabilities for each level of each question, by clustera
Extrov CL1

Extrov CL2 Extraverts

Extrov CL3 Introverts

Cluster size

76%

14%

11%

Extroversion
Extroversion1
1b
2
3
4
5
Mean

“One only needs a few . . . friends”
14%
0%
40%
3%
25%
11%
16%
35%
5%
51%
2.59
4.33

58%
36%
5%
1%
0%
1.48

Extroversion2
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

“I have a wide circle of . . . friends”
15%
78%
39%
21%
22%
1%
20%
0%
4%
0%
2.59
1.24

1%
8%
15%
48%
28%
3.94

Extroversion3
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

“I try to avoid arguments and . . . ”
22%
25%
40%
42%
19%
18%
15%
13%
4%
3%
2.40
2.28

30%
43%
16%
10%
2%
2.12

Extroversion4
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

“. . . rides . . . opp. enjoy . . . friends”
49%
73%
33%
22%
13%
4%
3%
0%
1%
0%
1.74
1.32

26%
33%
24%
11%
5%
2.37

Extroversion5
Never
Occasionally
Moderately
Quite often
Mean

“How often do you socialize off the bike”
6%
2%
10%
32%
21%
40%
31%
32%
28%
31%
45%
22%
1.88
2.20
1.61

a

74%
23%
3%
0%
0%
1.30

a

For each class, for each question, response categories sum to one.
1 = Deﬁnitely agree, 2 = somewhat agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 =
somewhat disagree, 5 = deﬁnitely disagree.
b

least likely); and vii) least likely to “Worry about crashes or
injuries”(cluster3 most likely): members of cluster2 are riding in a
way that makes crashes more likely and they like it that way.

For each class, for each question, response categories sum to one.
1 = Deﬁnitely agree, 2 = somewhat agree, 3 = neither agree nor disagree, 4 =
somewhat disagree, 5 = deﬁnitely disagree.
b

4.3. The Estimated Mixed-Mode LC Cluster Model of
Extroversion/Introversion
There are ﬁve questions about extroversion: four Likert-scale questions, plus “How often do you socialize off the bike.” Seven of the cqq
parameters are signiﬁcantly different from zero: c14 , c15 , c23 , c34 ,
c35 > 0 and c25 , c45 < 0; so, like in the competition model, all of the
indicators are jointly dependent (there is one h and all ﬁve indicators
are in this set). The estimated psq |c are reported in Table 5, along with
the average response-levels implied by these estimated probabilities.
Starting with mean response levels for cluster and indicator
(Table 5), relatively speaking, cluster2 are extroverted and cluster3
are introverted. In explanation, cluster2 is: i) least likely to agree with
“One only needs a few dependable friends” (cluster3 most likely); ii)
most likely to agree with “I have a wide circle of good friends” (cluster3
least likely); iii) more likely to disagree with “I try to avoid arguments
and confrontations” than is cluster3; iv) most likely to agree that “Rides
are an opportunity to enjoy friends” (cluster3 least likely); v) most
likely to socialize off the bike (cluster3 least likely). Most riders are
assigned with high certainty to an extroversion/introversion cluster.
4.4. The Ride Choice-Model Estimates
Parameter estimates for the ﬁnal estimated choice model are
reported in Table 6. The coeﬃcient for the covariate Extrovi was not
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Table 6
Parameter estimates for the behavioral ride-choice model.
Variables

Behavioral classes
Classb 1

Classb 2

Classb 3

p-Value

p-diff

Attributes
low expenditure
medium expenditure
high expenditure
single
trail
climbs
grade
solo
back10
back5
back2
front2
front5
front10
Intercept

−0.38
−0.30
−0.29
0.02
0.14
0.36
16.28
−1.32
−1.30
−0.61
−0.33
−1.37
−0.11
−1.32
0.00

−0.08
−0.06
−0.04
0.01
0.00
0.19
−1.45
−1.32
−0.77
−0.53
−0.55
−0.45
−0.66
−0.94
0.83

−0.11
−0.12
−0.20
0.03
0.01
0.01
286.26
−0.85
−0.07
−0.09
0.95
0.93
0.01
0.20
−0.68

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.037
0.001
0.270
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000

Covariates
Most competitive
Not competitive
Introverted
Sensation-seekers
Cautious

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

−0.23
0.12
−1.28
−0.31
0.59

0.20
−0.85
−0.06
0.30
0.01

0.068
0.028
0.001
0.000
0.030

Class membership probabilities
Log-likelihood

27%
−13,527.1

58%

15%

signiﬁcant, so kE|cb was set to zero–this separates us from the studies
that found extroversion to be a signiﬁcant determinant of exercise
and recreational activity. The b parameters on solo for behavioral
classes 1 and 2 were constrained to be equal, as the null hypothesis
of equality could not be rejected.
Based on a likelihood-ratio test, the choice model with the ﬁve
signiﬁcant personality covariates statistically dominates the choice
model without these covariates. Based on the estimated p-values, all
the speciﬁed explanatory variables are signiﬁcant determinants of
the choice pairs and their inﬂuence varies signiﬁcantly by class. Overall R2 is 0.37(.51 for Classb 1, 0.12 for Classb 2 and 0.67 for Classb 3).
Instead of discussing speciﬁc b parameters, which are diﬃcult
to interpret independently of the other b parameters, we describe
the results in terms of summary statistics: estimated probabilities,
odd-ratios, and per-ride WTP estimates. The unconditional behavioral class-membership probabilities are 27%, 58% and 15%, respectively. WTP for another unit of each site characteristic varies by
behavioral-class and by the individual’s weekly level of expenditures
on entertainment (low, medium and high). For example, for those
with low expenditures, estimated WTP for an additional climb is 97
cents (Classb 1), $2.32 (Classb 2) and 6 cents (Classb 3 ). For the high
expenditure group the comparable estimates are $1.26. $4.96 and
3 cents, indicating substantial income and class effects.14 The contrasting estimates for an additional mile of trail are, by class, 38
cents, 4 cents and 12 cents for low-expenditure individuals; for those
with high expenditures they are 49, 8 and 6 cents. Everyone prefers
an additional climb to an additional mile, but how much in dollars
varies greatly. One sees similar differences in terms of the choice
probabilities.
Table 7 reports the probability of choosing, ceteris paribus, each
level of each ride attribute; for example the probability of choosing
a 35 mile trail is 83% for Classb 1, 26% for Classb 2, and 30% for Classb 3
(each column sums to one). Fig. 2 shows how utility shifts depending

14
Marginal utility of expenditures decreases for Classb 1 and 2, but increases for
Classb 3 which is why for Classb 3 WTP per-trip declines in absolute terms as weekly
expenditures on entertainment increases.

on your companion’s relative ability. Negative bars indicate the alternative is inferior to the same ability; positive bars indicate preferred.
For all three classes, riding with someone of your own ability is
preferred to riding alone (solo = 1).
Summarizing summarizing the effect on ride choice of trail
attributes and companion’s ability (Tables 6 and 7), one sees that
members of Classb 3 want rides that are anaerobically challenging,
technically exciting, and where they are challenged by a rider whose
ability is close to theirs, but, ideally, not equal—they want to be challenged. You see the same thing if preferences are expressed in terms
of money. Table 8 reports per-ride WTP for riding with a companion
of your own ability rather than a companion who is 2 min. faster; of
note is that they are much larger, in absolute value, than the WTP
estimates for marginal changes in site characteristics. Members of
the ﬁrst two classes would pay would pay between $3.62 and $13.81
for a companion of their own ability rather than 2 min. faster, but
members of Classb 3 would have to be compensated between $4.69
and $8.62 to accept this switch. And, more of Classb 3 would prefer
to ride alone (challenging themselves) than to ride with someone
who is substantially faster or slower (they don’t want to ride with
the doped Lance, or with grandma). Members of Classb 1 want to
ride with someone of their own ability on a long and endurancechallenging ride. Members of Classb 2, the largest class, have more
uniform preferences over trail characters, want a companion and the
closer their companion is to their ability, the better.

4.4.1. The Inﬂuence of Each Personality Trait on Class Membership
Table 9 reports the class-memberships probabilities as a function of each personality type (set of three personality traits). Recollect that the class-membership probabilities with no personality
information are 27%, 58% and 15%, respectively. Knowing a rider’s
personality type allows the researcher to more accurately identify the rider’s most-likely behavioral class. For example, whereas
15% of respondents are in Classb 3, mountain bikers who are noncompetitive, cautious and not introverted have only a 4% probability
of being in Classb 3. Whereas mountain bikers who are highly competitive, sensation seekers and introverts have a 36% probability of
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Table 7
Estimated probability of choosing each level of each attribute, by behavioral class.a
Behavioral classes
Classb 1

Classb 2

Classb 3

Class size

27%

58%

15%

single (%)
0–17
20–40
50
60–66
100
Mean

13%
26%
10%
25%
26%
55.80

19%
32%
10%
23%
17%
47.63

7%
17%
8%
26%
42%
68.65

trail (miles)
7
14
21
35
Mean

2%
4%
11%
83%
32.07

24%
25%
25%
26%
19.56

21%
23%
25%
30%
20.61

climbs (n)
0
1
2
4
Mean

11%
16%
24%
49%
2.59

17%
21%
25%
37%
2.18

25%
25%
25%
25%
1.76

grade (%)
0
0.9–1.3
1.8–3.6
5.4
9.0–13.0
Mean

8%
13%
22%
9%
48%
0.07

17%
26%
34%
8%
15%
0.03

0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0.14

solo
No
Yes

79%
21%

79%
21%

70%
30%

back10
No
Yes

79%
21%

68%
32%

52%
48%

back5
No
Yes

65%
35%

63%
37%

52%
48%

back2
No
Yes

58%
42%

63%
37%

28%
72%

front2
No
Yes

80%
20%

61%
39%

28%
72%

front5
No
Yes

53%
47%

66%
34%

50%
50%

front10
No
Yes

79%
21%

72%
28%

45%
55%

a

For each class, for each attribute, attribute levels sum to one.

being in Classb 3. We expected that being competitive and sensationseeking would make it more likely a rider is in Classb 3, but did not
anticipate being an introvert would do the same, the opposite of
what some of the earlier research found.
Table 10 shows how personality traits change the odds of being
in each class. For example, the ﬁrst box reports the odds of you
being in each class if you are highly competitive as compared to noncompetitive. For example, if you are highly competitive, cautious and
not introverted, you are over three times more likely (odds are 3.42)
to be in Classb 3 than a rider who is non-competitive, cautious and not

introverted. In general, having extreme personality traits pushes one
out of Classb 2, toward both Classb 1 and 3. Being highly competitive
rather than non-competitive pushes mountain bikers more toward
Classb 3 than toward Classb 1. Being a sensation seeker rather than
being cautious does the same, but the relative push toward Classb 3 is
not as strong. Being an introvert pushes a little more toward Classb 1
than Classb 3.
Table 11 reports the WTP per-ride by personality type for having
a companion of your own ability rather than a companion two minutes faster. These are the WTP per-ride by class (Table 8) weighted
by the probabilities a personality type is in each class. Only one of
the WTP estimates by personality type is negative (a highly competitive, sensation-seeking, introvert with low weekly expenditure
on entertainment). This is because only Classb 3 has a negative perride WTP (see Table 8) and only 15% of the mountain bikers are
in Classb 3. Within each weekly expenditure category, WTP per ride
varies between four-fold and ten-fold as a function of personality
type, a remarkable result.
5. Relevance, Conclusions and a Few Thoughts
5.1. Modeling Issues
Our position is that in LC models one should consider and account
for the possibility of post-conditioning dependencies between
indicators–all indicators, not only personality indicators. While our
three cluster models of personality traits allowed for and estimated
such dependences, our LC choice model did not—this is a deﬁciency.
The indicators of class in our LC model of site choice are the answers
to the choice questions and the choice model we estimated, as is
standard, assumes an individual’s site choices are independent, conditional on class. That is, class is assumed the only determinant of why
your answer to choice-pair 2 might be correlated with your answer
to pair 3. This is restrictive and while correlations across choice occasions (due to fatigue or other factors) have been incorporated into
repeated logit models of site choice, we have not yet tried to tackle the
dependency issue in the context of a LC choice model. Our LC choice
model assumed that each eij|cb in Uij|cb = Vij|cb + eij|cb is an independent draw from an Extreme-value distribution. More generally,
in theory, one could, for example, assume an individual’s sequence of
choices was a draw from a joint distribution that allowed the choices
to be correlated even after one conditions on class. It might be possible
to to do this by modifying the speciﬁed LC mixed-mode cluster model.
Conjecturing: the relevance Rsq|c (Eq. (3)) would be the deterministic
component of utility conditional on choosing alternative s in pair q
conditional on belonging to class c, where the indicators (answers
to the choice pairs) are nominal/discrete. One would factor conditional utility into two components as in Rsq|c = l sq + a sq|c (Eq. (4)): a
part independent of class plus a part dependent on class. The parameters l sq + a sq|c are replaced with functions of ride attributes and
the parameters on those ride attributes. One would then incorporate
dependence parameters (the c) in the manner of Eq. (7).
The second LC modeling issue we tackled is that indicators differ on two dimensions: whether the answers are discrete (A, B or
C) or continuous (how much did you spend on beer last week)
and whether an answer has only nominal meaning, only ordinal
meaning, or cardinal meaning. One wants a model that correctly
speciﬁes the distribution for each separate indicator and that does
not attribute too much, or too little, informational content to the
indicator. Our estimated LC mixed-mode cluster models allowed for
all these different types of indicators, but, in our application, we
only have indicators that are ordinal discrete (the Likert-scale personality questions). In future applications it would be of interest
to include additional continuous indicators and indicators that are
either cardinal or only nominal. But, even if our limited application, we accounted for the ordinal nature of Likert-scale answers,
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Fig. 2. Utility as a function of the gap, by behavioral class. The ﬁrst, second, and third bars in each triplet represent Classb 1, Classb 2, and Classb 3. (color version online: each triplet
is ordered class1, 2, and 3)

whereas most LC cluster models assume Likert-scale answers only
have nominal meaning.
In our LC choice model, all of the indicators are discrete (answers
to discrete-choice questions) and the choice model takes account
that if an individual chooses ride B over ride A, that individual ordinally ranks B over A—so an appropriate speciﬁcation in terms of
the indicators–except for the independence assumption. But one
could imagine a larger data set where in addition to making discrete choices over alternatives the individual reports how many
times they would visit each site in different sets of sites. In such
cases one would have indicators that are both discrete/ordinal and
continuous/cardinal.
5.2. Personality Traits
Our estimated LC choice-model clearly indicates that personality
traits interact with site characteristics and companion’s ability to
explain where and with whom you mountain bike. Preferences for
mountain-bike rides are based, at least in part, on whether you seek
thrills or caution, whether you prefer to compete against others or
Table 8
WTP per-trip for a companion of the same ability rather than two minutes faster.

Low entert. expend.
Med. entert. expend.
High enter. expend.

Classb 1

Classb 2

Classb 3

$3.62
$4.58
$4.70

$5.52
$7.30
$13.81

−$8.62
−$7.67
−$4.69

Table 9
Prob. of class membership as a function of the 10 personality types.
Personality type

Classes

Comp trait

Sensation trait

Introv trait

Classb 1

Classb 2

Classb 3

Hcomp
Hcomp
Hcomp
Hcomp
Ncomp
Ncomp
Ncomp
Ncomp
Not extreme

SensSeek
SensSeek
Cautious
cautious
SensSeek
SensSeek
cautious
cautious
Not extreme

Introv
Not Introv
Introv
Not Introv
Introv
Not Introv
Introv
Not Intov
Not Introv

47%
32%
40%
20%
56%
31%
40%
17%
26%

17%
42%
37%
67%
29%
60%
52%
79%
60%

36%
26%
23%
13%
15%
9%
8%
4%
13%

yourself, and whether you are introverted. It is likely personality traits
would also be explanatory for many types of recreational activities.
It is our position that personality traits be further investigated
as determinants of preference heterogeneity over recreational alternatives and environmental policies–but care is needed and many
questions remain, particularly in terms of how primitive/basic personality traits are in terms of describing an individual. While personality traits can change over time, they are fairly stable over
time, situations and task, arguing for their consideration. But how
exactly? We implicitly assumed that competitiveness, extroversion
and sensation-seeking are independently varying aspects of one’s
personality and estimated a separate LC cluster model for each.
Alternatively, we could have estimated one LC cluster model that
included, as indicators, all of the personality questions (our data
set is available to attempt this). This approach would have identiﬁed personality types rather than personality traits and would have
likely been diﬃcult to estimate. A second issue is whether personality traits (or personality type) should be the only covariates in the LC
choice model–what we did in this application. We, and most other
recreational modelers have, over the years, not included personality
traits, but have included many other covariates: age, gender, ability,
Table 10
Odds ratios of being in each behavioral class.
ODDS ratios
Classb 1

Classb 2

Classb 3

Only change Hcomp vs. Ncomp
Thrill/Introv
Thrill/NotIntrov
Cautious/Introv
Cautious/NonIntrov

0.84
1.01
1.00
1.20

0.59
0.71
0.70
0.84

2.39
2.88
2.86
3.42

Only change SenSeek vs. Caut
Hcomp/Introv
Hcomp/NotIntrov
Ncomp/Introv
Ncomp/NotIntrov

1.16
1.55
1.39
1.85

0.47
0.63
0.57
0.75

1.55
2.07
1.85
2.46

Only change Introv vs. NonIntrov
Hcomp/Thrill
Hcomp/Cautious
Ncomp/Thrill
Ncomp/Cautious

1.47
1.96
1.77
2.35

0.41
0.55
0.49
0.65

1.39
1.86
1.67
2.22
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Table 11
WTP per-trip by personality type for having a companion of one’s ability rather than two minutes faster.
Personality type

Weekly expend on entert

Comp trait

Sensation trait

Introv trait

Low

Medium

High

Hcomp
Hcomp
Hcomp
Hcomp
Ncomp
Ncomp
Ncomp
Ncomp
Not extreme
No information about personality

SensSeek
SensSeek
Cautious
Cautious
SensSeek
SensSeek
Cautious
Cautious
Not extreme
$2.86

Introv
Not Introv
Introv
Not Introv
Introv
Not Introv
Introv
Not Intov
Not Introv
$4.32

−$0.49
$1.23
$1.45
$3.35
$2.32
$3.64
$3.60
$4.67
$3.14
$8.58

$0.61
$2.53
$2.70
$4.85
$3.51
$5.09
$4.98
$6.28
$4.59

$2.53
$5.26
$5.10
$5.64
$5.36
$8.08
$7.62
$9.99
$7.75

education level, etc. Including a lot of covariates in a choice model
that are correlated with one another will likely lead to biased estimates of their separate inﬂuence. For example, imagine that one
includes both personality traits and education level as covariates in
a choice model, and, as some research suggests, education is largely
determined by personality traits. Note that independence of covariates is a different issue than independence of indicators, and an issue
we do not consider in this paper. Important questions are whether
personality traits are primitive aspects of the self, and, if so, what are
the other primitive aspects of the self.
Another important theoretical question, and one we do not deal
with, is whether personality traits are co-determined with your
preferences (a type of preference such as a preference for risk) or
whether they are constraints on which your preferences are constructed. Here, we are in the latter camp. If one is in the former
camp, one would want a model that jointly estimates personality
traits and an individual’s preferences over recreation alternatives.
In this case personality traits are indicators, not covariates in the
class-membership probabilities, and it would be a misspeciﬁcation
to model preference heterogeneity as function of personality traits.
In such a speciﬁcation they are jointly determined–which is maybe
why economists are remiss to include personality traits as covariates.
If one estimates a model that includes, as indicators, both discrete
choices and Likert-scale answers to personality questions, one would
want to use a LC model that allowed the indicators to be dependent,
even after one conditions on class/cluster.
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